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The separation of natural from cultured pearls is mainly based on the interpre-

tation of their internal structures, which traditionally have been visualized by 

X-radiography and more recently by X-ray computed microtomography (micro-

CT). In this study, the authors present a new analytical approach using a grating 

interferometer, which simultaneously generates an X-radiograph, a phase-con-

trast image and a small-scale scattering or darkield image. The latter two ad-

ditional images provided by this technique offer detailed and complementary 

information, as they are especially sensitive for visualizing tiny material inhomo-

geneities in pearls such as issures, organic layers and cavity structures. Using 
seven selected natural and cultured pearl samples and a strand of non-beaded 

freshwater cultured pearls, the authors demonstrate that this new analytical 

approach offers versatile and rapid pearl identiication possibilities, especially 
as it is possible to analyse not only single loose pearls but also entire strands 

and necklaces. Compared to micro-focus digital radiography and micro-CT, cer-

tain limitations in resolution still remain with the described prototype setups, 

and as such this new methodology should be considered a helpful complemen-

tary technique to the classical radiography of pearls.

Simultaneous X-Radiography,  

Phase-Contrast and Darkield Imaging to
Separate Natural from Cultured Pearls

Michael S. Krzemnicki, Carina S. Hanser and Vincent Revol

Introduction

One of the main duties of gemmological labora-
tories working for the pearl trade is to distinguish 
natural (Figure 1) from cultured pearls. This sepa-
ration, as well as the identiication of pearl treat-
ments, is commonly based on a combination of 
testing methods, among them visual (microscopic) 
observation, ultraviolet-visible relectance spectros-
copy (Elen, 2002; Karampelas et al., 2011), Raman 
spectroscopy (Barnard and de Waal, 2006; Kar-

ampelas et al., 2007), X-ray luminescence (Hänni  

et al., 2005), X-ray diffraction (i.e. Lauegrams; 

Hänni, 1983) and trace-element analysis (e.g. en-

ergy-dispersive X-ray luorescence [EDXRF] spec-

troscopy; Gutmannsbauer and Hänni, 1994). 

However, for decades by far the most impor-

tant approach to identifying natural and cultured 

pearls has been X-radiography and, in more re-

cent years, micro-CT (Anderson, 1932; Farn, 1986; 

Kennedy, 1998; Scarratt et al., 2000; Schlüter et al., 

2005; Hänni, 2006; Strack, 2006; Wehrmeister et 

al., 2008; Sturman, 2009; Karampelas et al., 2010; 
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Krzemnicki et al., 2010; Cartier and Krzemnicki, 
2013; Rosc et al., 2016). Both methods enable the 
visualization and interpretation of internal fea-
tures in pearls such as cavities, ring structures, 
dehydration issures and bead structures. 

Here the authors describe a new and promis-
ing complementary method to visualize internal 
structures in pearls: simultaneous X-ray differen-
tial phase-contrast imaging and small-angle scat-
tering (or darkield imaging). The technique was 
initially presented by Krzemnicki et al. (2015), 
and the current article provides a gemmological 
description and interpretation of analysed pearl 
structures for a range of natural and cultured 
samples. As such, it follows a more general intro-
duction into phase-contrast and darkield imag-
ing for pearl testing by Revol et al. (2016). Ini-
tially developed using synchrotron light (David et 
al., 2002; Momose et al., 2003), this imaging tech-

nology is nowadays usable with standard X-ray 
tubes (Pfeiffer et al., 2006) and—coupled with 
an improved design of X-ray interferometers—is 
characterized by a considerably enlarged ield of 
view and range of usable X-ray energies (Revol et 
al., 2011). Phase-contrast imaging and darkield 
imaging are based on the interaction of X-rays 
with pearls, similar to classical radiography, but 
they offer additional information and/or sensitiv-
ity to minute internal features. This technology 
is especially useful for detecting small structural 
inhomogeneities such as organic matter in the 
calcium carbonate matrix of a pearl. Both single 
pearls and entire strands can be analysed, and 
the technique is thus capable of rapid and versa-
tile non-destructive pearl characterization. 

Principles of X-ray Phase-Contrast 

and Darkield Imaging
Classical radiography is based on the attenu-
ation (decrease of intensity via absorption and 
scattering) of X-rays passing through an object. 
This happens as the X-rays interact with the elec-
trons of the atoms in the specimen. The amount 
of attenuation correlates to the atomic weight of 
the elements present (i.e. their atomic number), 
thus heavier elements will absorb X-rays more 
effectively. As a consequence, dense calcium car-
bonate appears light, whereas organic matter and 
voids within pearls appear dark in X-radiographs.

Phase-contrast imaging relies on the phase 
shift of radiation (e.g. X-rays) propagating through 
an object. For our study, a grating interferometer 
was used (e.g. Figure 2), which enabled us to 
transform the phase shift caused by the sample 

Figure 1: This seven-strand pearl 

necklace contains 543 saltwater 

natural pearls (4.55–9.90 mm in 

diameter) of exceptionally matching 

shape and lustre. The length of the 

strands varies from approximately 43.5 

to 57.0 cm (including the clasp), and 

the total declared weight of the pearls 

is 1,006 ct. The necklace is from the 

Hussein Alfardan pearl collection and 

was tested and analysed at the Swiss 

Gemmological Institute SSEF. Photo by 

Luc Phan, SSEF.

Figure 2: The X-ray phase contrast and darkield imaging 
prototype EVITA, developed and installed at the CSEM 

research facility in Switzerland, was one of the instruments 

used in this study. Photo © V. Revol, CSEM Switzerland.
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into variations in intensity, which could then be 
recorded by a conventional digital X-ray detector. 
The principle of the grating interferometer is ex-
plained extensively in the literature (Pfeiffer et al., 
2008; Revol et al., 2010). As illustrated in Figure 
3, the radiation emitted from an X-ray tube irst 
passes through a source grating (G0), which is an 
aperture mask with transmitting slits that create an 
array of X-ray ‘line sources’ that are directed to-
ward the sample. The phase grating (G1) behind 
the sample splits the beam array by imprinting 
periodic phase modulations, resulting in interfer-
ence (intensity modulations) of the split rays in the 
plane of the inal analyser grating (G2) through 
the Talbot effect (Weitkamp et al., 2005; Pfeiffer 
et al., 2008; Zhu et al., 2010). In the presence of a 
sample, the phase front is distorted, which leads to 
a change in the intensity, position and amplitude 
of the interferences, as illustrated in Figure 4. The 
change in the interferences can be recovered by 
using the phase-stepping approach presented in 
Weitkamp et al. (2005). It consists of moving one 
of the grids (e.g. G2 in our setup) perpendicular 
to the beam while recording the intensity with the 
detector. For each pixel, the resulting intensity var-
iations are compared to a reference measurement 
made without a sample to extract the average in-
tensity, position and amplitude of the interferences 
(Pfeiffer et al., 2008; Zhu et al., 2010).

The method allows the simultaneous genera-
tion (using the same instrumental parameters) of 
three images: a conventional X-ray absorption 
image (radiograph), a differential phase-contrast 
image and a darkield image. As illustrated in 
Figure 4, the phase-contrast image is related to 

the delection angle by the gradient of the phase 
shift. The darkield image is a measurement of 
the ultra-small-angle scattering of the beam in-
duced by inhomogeneities in the sample at the 
microscopic scale. This method thus gathers oth-
erwise inaccessible structural information below 
the resolution limit of the X-ray detector. (For 
more on the experimental setup, see Revol et 
al., 2011.)

Pearls are especially suitable for this type of 
analysis because the organic matter and void/
cavity/issure features within their carbonate ma-
trix provide inhomogeneities that can result in 
strong phase contrasts compared to conventional 
attenuation-based imaging (Revol et al., 2016).

Materials and Methods

To illustrate both the capabilities and limitations 
of X-ray phase-contrast and darkield imaging, 
we selected seven natural and cultured pearls 
(Table I) from the molluscs Pinctada maxima, P. 

margaritifera, P. radiata, Hyriopsis cumingii and 

Strombus gigas, ranging from 3.68 to 25.30 ct. 
These specimens included three natural pearls 
(saltwater) and four cultured pearls (one non-
beaded freshwater cultured pearl, one non-bead-
ed saltwater cultured pearl and two beaded salt-
water cultured pearls). In addition, we analysed 
an entire strand of 44 colour-treated (by silver 
salt) non-beaded freshwater cultured pearls. Pre-
viously, we had fully characterized all of these 

G0

G1
G2

X-ray source

X-ray detector

Phase-stepping
      direction of G2

Figure 3: In this schematic diagram of the grating interfero-

meter, the pearl sample is placed between the gratings G0 

and G1, while grating G2 is moved in a direction perpendicu-

lar to the X-ray beam while recording the resulting intensity 

with the detector. After Revol et al. (2016).

X-ray beam

Interference pattern

G1

G2

α

θ

Sample

Figure 4: This diagram shows the principle of the X-ray grating 

interferometer for measuring a differential phase-contrast 

image (angular delection α) and a darkield image (scattering 
power θ). Depending on the gradient of the index of refraction, 

α changes from a positive to a negative angle, as illustrated by 
the red and blue sections of the interference pattern.
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samples (and conirmed their species identiica-
tion) using X-ray luminescence, radiography, mi-
cro-CT (except for the cultured pearl strand) and 
EDXRF (including three selected cultured pearls 
in the strand), among other techniques.

We used two different grating interferometer 
setups: a research prototype (S50-4) and, in a 
second round, an improved prototype (EVITA), 
both installed at the Centre Suisse d’Electronique 
et de Microtechnique (CSEM) research facilities 
in Switzerland. This instrumentation is currently 
under commercial development and is not yet 
available for purchase. The characteristics of each 
setup and the corresponding measurement pa-
rameters are listed in Table II. The X-ray gratings 

were produced at CSEM from 100 or 150 mm-
diameter silicon wafers by photolithography, wet 
etching and electroplating. The sample holder 
could accommodate up to ~30 loose pearls, or 
a complete pearl strand/necklace. Further details 
of the setup and analytical conditions are de-
scribed in Hanser (2015) and Revol et al. (2016). 

The images were reconstructed with the help 
of the phase-stepping approach using the transla-
tion of the G2 grating (Weitkamp et al., 2005) by 
employing proprietary algorithms developed at 
CSEM. For pearls, the phase-contrast image re-
sults in a virtual surface topography, with highly 
absorbing zones appearing slightly elevated and 
the sample virtually illuminated from the side 

Table I: Natural and cultured pearl samples analysed for this study.

Sample 
no.

Type Species Origin
Weight 

(ct)

Size 

(mm)
Colour

NP-2e Saltwater natural pearl P. radiata Bahrain 6.49 10.3 Light cream

P14-11 Saltwater natural pearl P. maxima Northern Australia 3.68 8.2 White

NP-2j Natural conch pearl Strombus gigas Caribbean Sea 6.58 14.3 Light pink

CP-2d
Beaded saltwater cultured 

pearl
P. maxima Indonesia 25.30 15.4 Yellow

CP-2e2
Beaded saltwater cultured 

pearl
P. margaritifera French Polynesia 12.76 12.1 Black

CP-2m
‘Keshi’ non-beaded 

saltwater cultured pearl
P. margaritifera French Polynesia 8.14 13.9 Black

CP-1b
Non-beaded freshwater 

cultured pearl
Hyriopsis cumingii China 9.92 13.0 White

CP-54
Non-beaded freshwater 

cultured pearl strand (44)
Hyriopsis cumingii China

~3.5 

each

~7.5

each

Dark grey  

(silver treated)

Table II: Characteristics of the grating interferometers used in this study.

Parameter S50-4 setup EVITA setup

Design energy 50 keV 40 keV

X-ray source
60 kVp, 16.65 mA, focal spot 1 × 1 mm2, 

0.8 mm beryllium window

60 kVp, 10 mA, focal spot 0.4 × 0.4 mm2, 

0.8 mm beryllium window

Filter No iltering No iltering
Detector 2048 × 1024, 48 μm pixel size 3072 × 1944, 75 μm pixel size
Distance G0–G1 161.3 cm 107.5 cm

Distance G1–G2 40.3 cm 21.5 cm

Grating size 7 × 5 cm 10 × 10 cm

Magniication 1.3 1.4

Effective pixel size in the image 37 μm 54 μm
Number of phase steps 9 19

Exposure time per phase step 6 s 0.7 s

Averaging 10 10

Total exposure time 9.0 min 2.2 min
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(Figure 5a). Zones of intense inhomogeneities 

(and scattering) appear strongly pixelated. The 

darkield image is more similar to a classical X-ra-

diograph, but it displays bright areas and streaks 

in the zones where small-angle scattering at ma-

terial inhomogeneities occurs in great number. 

As such, the organic-rich heterogeneous zones 

in pearls (e.g. the core zone in particular) usually 

appear brighter than the very densely packed lay-

ers of nacre, which is contrary to the appearance 

of an X-radiograph. The outline of the investi-

gated sample is also displayed, as small-angle 

scattering occurs at the pearl/air interface (Figure 

5b). To improve such images, a built-in band-

pass ilter using ImageJ software was used uni-

formly to ilter out structures larger than 10 pixels 

(equivalent to 577 μm). Some of the images were 

further enhanced by applying Adobe Photoshop 

functions such as gamma correction, exposure, 

line sharpening and colouring.

Results

The samples in this study were selected for the 

presence of internal features commonly encoun-

tered in natural and cultured pearls. The inter-

pretation of their structures is based on both the 

presented images and detailed analyses by mi-

cro-CT. For each of the following ive examples, 

we present X-radiographs, phase-contrast images 

and darkield images, all obtained simultaneously 

with the EVITA setup (see Table II).

Natural Pearl with a Core Enriched in  
Organic Matter
The X-radiograph of saltwater natural pearl NP-

2e (P. radiata, Figure 6a) is characterized by a 

grey nacre layer of ~3 mm thickness surrounding 

a darker grey core consisting of radially arranged 

calcite prisms interlayered with organic matter 

(Figure 6b). The outermost part of the core ap-

pears distinctly darker as a result of an enrich-

a b
Figure 5: (a) Differential phase-contrast 

imaging of a natural pearl (9.5 mm in 

diameter) reveals an enriched amount of 

organic material in its core (pixelated with 

lower relief) as compared to its nacre rim, 

which appears to be slightly elevated. (b) 

Darkield imaging of the same pearl shows 
a high amount of small-angle scattering 

in the organic-rich core (appearing bright); 

the outline of the pearl is also marked by 

a bright line as a result of scattering at the 

pearl’s surface. The distinct columnar  

structure in the centre of each image cor-

responds to the slightly inclined drill hole.  

Images by V. Revol. 

a b c d

Figure 6: A sequence of images is shown for saltwater natural pearl NP-2e (P. radiata from Bahrain), which weighs 6.49 ct 

and measures 10.3 mm in diameter. The photograph (a) was taken from the side, while the radiograph (b), phase-contrast 

(c) and darkield (d) images were taken from above. This pearl is characterized by an organic-rich core of radially arranged 
calcite prims surrounded by an approximately 3 mm-thick nacre layer. The prominent structure in the centre of images b–d 

corresponds to the drill hole. Pearl photo by Carina Hanser and other images by V. Revol.
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ment of organic matter. The phase-contrast image 

(Figure 6c) of the same pearl shows a marked 

contrast between the organic-rich core and the 

quasi-uniform rim of nacre, apparent as a ‘quasi’-

surface topography. Within the nacre are weak 

ring structures typical of nacre layers in pearls. 

The organic-rich outer portion of the core shows 

a number of radial fractures. In the darkield im-

age (Figure 6d), the core appears distinctly bright-

er because of an increased amount of small-angle 

scattering in this calcium-carbonate (calcite) zone 

enriched in organic matter. The darkield image 

further reveals the complex structures of ine is-

sures and cracks in the nacre layer, which were 

not discernible or only barely visible in the radio-

graph and phase-contrast images. 

Natural Conch Pearl with Cavity Structure 
Conch pearls from marine gastropods such as 

Strombus gigas (e.g. sample NP-2j; Figure 7a) of-

ten show no to very weak internal structures in 

radiographs (Figure 7b). The irregularly shaped 

cavity and additional weak surrounding growth 

rings in this natural conch pearl are evident in the 

phase-contrast and darkield images (Figure 7c,d). 

Such cavity structures are occasionally seen in 

natural pearls from marine gastropods and should 

not, or only cautiously, be interpreted as an indi-

cation of a cultured formation without additional 

evidence such as a bead structure. This is in con-

trast to pearls from bivalve molluscs, where similar 

cavities are commonly encountered, especially in 

non-beaded cultured pearls (e.g. from P. maxima 

or Hyriopsis cumingii), and as such provide a 

strong indication of cultivation (see below).

Beaded Saltwater Cultured Pearl
The beaded saltwater cultured pearl CP-2d (P. 

maxima, Figure 8a) reveals rather weak struc-

tures in the radiograph, indicating a small bead 

(~5 mm) surrounded by a thick and nearly un-

structured nacre layer (Figure 8b). As a result of 

a b c d

Figure 7: (a) This natural pearl (sample NP-2j from the H. A. Hänni reference collection at SSEF) is from the queen conch 

Strombus gigas and was collected from the Caribbean Sea in the early 1990s; it weighs 6.58 ct and is 14.3 mm long. The 

radiograph (b), phase-contrast (c) and darkield (d) images reveal an irregularly shaped cavity structure, not to be mistaken as 
an indication of cultured origin. The diagonal line (which is particularly visible in the radiograph) is an instrumental artefact. 

Pearl photo by Carina Hanser and other images by V. Revol.

a b c d

Figure 8: (a) This beaded saltwater cultured pearl CP-2d (P. maxima from Indonesia; side view) weighs 25.30 ct and is 15.4 mm in 

diameter. The radiograph (b), phase-contrast (c) and darkield (d) images were taken from above. It contains a rather small bead 
overgrown by a thick layer of nacre (about 5 mm), best seen in the phase-contrast and darkield images. The columnar structure in 
the centre of each image corresponds to the slightly inclined drill hole. Pearl photo by Carina Hanser and other images by V. Revol.
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the thick nacre overgrowth, the commonly ob-
served difference in brightness between the bead 
(made from a freshwater shell) and the nacre 
overgrowth (slightly more transparent to X-rays 
and thus slightly darker) is barely visible in the 
radiograph. In the phase-contrast image and, es-
pecially, in the darkield image (Figure 8c,d), the 
perfectly round bead is more discernible, as are 
growth circles and dehydration issures in the na-
cre overgrowth. Both features were also observed 
in micro-CT images of this sample. 

Non-Beaded Freshwater Cultured Pearl 
The non-beaded freshwater cultured pearl CP-1b 
(Hyriopsis cumingii, Figure 9a) exhibits a small 
central cavity structure in the X-radiograph (Fig-
ure 9b), highly characteristic for this type of cul-
tured pearl. The phase-contrast and darkield im-
ages (Figure 9c,d) add even more detail to the 
internal structures, with additional ine growth 
rings and a small crack only seen in the darkield 
image. This crack was not visible in micro-CT im-
ages of this sample. 

‘Keshi’ Non-Beaded Saltwater  
Cultured Pearl 
The non-beaded saltwater cultured pearl CP-
2m (P. margaritifera, Figure 10a) has a baroque 
shape, characteristic of cultured pearls formed 
within a collapsing pearl sac after ejection of 
the bead that had been inserted for second-gen-
eration cultured pearl production. This is also 
known as a second-generation ‘keshi’ cultured 
pearl. The complex structure of the large organic-
rich cavity can be observed equally well in the X-
radiograph, phase-contrast and darkield images 
(Figure 10a–c). The darkield image again deliv-
ers the most detailed insight, strongly highlight-
ing the complexly folded internal structure of 
the sample (compare with Figure 15 of Sturman, 
2009). This is due to the small-angle scattering 
effects (appearing bright in the darkield image) 
at these material inhomogeneities.

Entire Strand of Cultured Pearls 
Because of the large ield of view afforded by the 
instrumentation, it is possible to analyse entire 

a b c d

Figure 9: (a) This non-beaded freshwater cultured pearl CP-1b (Hyriopsis cumingii from China; side view) weighs 9.92 ct and is 13.0 

mm in diameter. The radiograph (b), phase-contrast (c) and darkield (d) images were taken from above. It reveals a small irregular 
(comma-shaped) cavity surrounded by ring structures and a small crack (green arrow) that is only seen in the darkield image. Pearl 
photo by Carina Hanser and other images by V. Revol.

a b c d

Figure 10: (a) This ‘keshi’ non-beaded saltwater cultured pearl CP-2m (P. margaritifera from French Polynesia) weighs 8.14 ct and 

is 13.9 mm in diameter. The complex spatial structure of the large cavity in its core is discernible in great detail in the radiograph 

(b), phase-contrast (c) and darkield (d) images. Pearl photo by Carina Hanser and other images by V. Revol.
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strands/necklaces at once, a prerequisite for rap-
id and reliable routine analysis in a gemmological 
laboratory. The darkield image of the strand of 
non-beaded freshwater cultured pearls in Figure 
11a was acquired with the S50-4 setup (see Table 
II). Owing to the relatively limited ield of view of 
this setup, four images were stitched together to 
obtain the inal image displayed in Figure 11b. As 
also shown by Figure 11b, the black-and-white 
tones in darkield images can be inverted for a 
more straightforward comparison with conven-
tional X-radiographs.

Discussion 

As described above, X-ray phase-contrast and 
darkield imaging offer simultaneous comple-
mentary information to ‘classical’ radiography, 

all in one analytical run. However, it should be 
noted that the current setup and instrumental 
limitations provide X-radiographs at lower reso-
lution and contrast than state-of-the-art digital ra-
diography units (e.g. Yxlon Cougar). Figure 12 
compares such X-radiographs. This drawback is 
compensated by the additional information si-
multaneously delivered by phase-contrast and 
darkield imaging. However, this makes it a com-
plementary analytical approach rather than a full 
replacement of ‘classical’ radiography at this time.

By using a rotating sample stage, it is also pos-
sible to obtain three-dimensional tomographic 
reconstructions of a pearl with the grating inter-
ferometer setup. This is shown for natural pearl 
P14-11, which is characterized by several dehy-
dration issures along the nacre growth rings and 

ba

Figure 11: A strand of dyed non-beaded freshwater cultured pearls from China (sample CP-54, ~7.5 mm in diameter each) is shown 

in a photograph (a; photo by Vito Lanzamfame, SSEF) and in an inversed darkield image (b; image by V. Revol). The latter view shows 
a central cavity structure in each pearl that is characteristic of culturing; these features are readily displayed in greater detail than 

with traditional radiography. 

a b
Figure 12: A signiicant difference in 
resolution is seen here in the X-radio-

graphs of natural pearl NP-2e (10.3 mm 

in diameter) that were obtained with a 

grating interferometer (left, image by V. 

Revol) and a Yxlon Cougar micro-focus 

X-ray inspection system (right, image by  

J. Braun, SSEF). 
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a roundish centre zone slightly enriched in or-
ganic matter (Figures 13 and 14). These internal 
structures are best illustrated by darkield tomog-
raphy, and the three-dimensional reconstruction 
offers insights into the shell-like shape of the is-
sures on each side of the pearl, together with the 
spherical outline of the organic-rich core.

Additional possibilities with these digitally 
registered images are to study internal features 
along a line-scan (see, e.g., Revol et al., 2016), or 
to overlay X-radiographs with the simultaneously 
registered phase-contrast and darkield images 
for better visualization (see, e.g., Hanser, 2015). 

As demonstrated with the natural and cul-
tured pearls studied here, X-ray phase-contrast 
imaging is useful for visualizing aspects such as 
cores containing an enrichment of organic mat-
ter. Darkield imaging is particularly powerful, as 
it offers valuable and complementary information 
to traditional radiography. The small-angle scat-
tering in darkield images reveals even tiny and 
thin material inhomogeneities at high contrast, 
such as ine issures within the bead of a cultured 
pearl (Figure 15) or small central cavity structures 
that are especially characteristic of non-beaded 
freshwater cultured pearls from China. 

The authors did not observe any colour modi-
ication of the samples after imaging them with 
either analytical setup. Although the possibility 
that such colour changes may occur in rare cases 
cannot be excluded completely, the same applies 
to classical radiography (which has a similar 
range of exposure time and energy). 

The main disadvantage of this new analytical 
technique at this stage is the low resolution of the 
simultaneously registered X-radiograph compared 
with state-of-the-art digital radiography (and mi-
cro-CT). The authors are currently working on this 
aspect with the aim to considerably improve the 
resolution of the X-radiographs in the near future. 

Conclusion

The separation of natural from cultured pearls 
greatly relies on the interpretation of their inter-
nal structures. This study shows that X-ray differ-
ential phase-contrast imaging and X-ray darkield 
imaging provide detailed information for pearl 
analysis that is complementary to traditional X-
radiography. By using a grating interferometer 
coupled with a standard industrial micro-focus X-
ray tube, it is possible to simultaneously generate 

a b c d

Figure 13: (a) This saltwater natural pearl P14-11 (P. maxima from northern Australia) weighs 3.68 ct and measures 8.2 mm 

in diameter. The radiograph (b), phase-contrast (c) and darkield (d) images reveal its internal features. Pearl photo by Carina 
Hanser and other images by V. Revol.

Figure 14: A sequence of video still images shows a full rotation of a darkield tomographic reconstruction of saltwater natural 
pearl P14-11. Its internal features consist of an interlocked and shell-like arrangement of dehydration issures (red arrows) 
in the nacre layer and a spherical organic-rich zone in the core (yellow arrow). The orientation of the pearl is rotated by 90° 

compared to that shown in Figure 13. Images by V. Revol.
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X-radiographs along with differential phase-con-
trast and darkield images of pearls within a few 
minutes. There is no need to sequentially analyse 
a sample to obtain these three complementary 
images. Moreover, the ability to analyse not only 
single pearls but entire strands and necklaces 
makes this a rapid and versatile new approach, 
which in the authors’ opinion has great potential 
for pearl characterization in the near future. 
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